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European Commission - Press release

Today the European Union has announced a €50 million package to support the Lebanese
security sector, as part of its longstanding commitment to the stability and security of
Lebanon.

This package includes €46.6 million for promoting the rule of law, enhancing security and countering
terrorism until 2020 and €3.5 million in support of airport security.

High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy/Vice-President of the European Commission
Federica Mogherini made the announcement during today's Rome II Ministerial Meeting on support to
the Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF) and the Internal Security Forces (ISF) in Rome. She said: "Lebanon
can count on the European Union's longstanding partnership in facing its current challenges, from
humanitarian aid to development cooperation, but also on economy and security. With this new
package, the EU reconfirms its support to the Lebanese security sector and the strengthening of
Lebanon's institutions, which are crucial to ensure the stability, security and unity of the country, for
the benefit of the Lebanese people and of the entire region".

The new package is part of the EU's overall and longstanding support to the security sector in Lebanon
where the EU has invested more than €85 million across the entire sector since 2006. EU activities
have included support to the Lebanese security forces' capacity building, integrated border
management, civilian oversight, as well as the mitigation of chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear
threats and mine action. In 2018, the focus is placed on integrated border management and countering
terrorism.

Background
The €46.6 million commitment to support Lebanon in promoting the rule of law, enhancing security and
countering terrorism until 2020, funded under the European Neighbourhood Instrument (ENI), aims at
supporting the security and justice sector in Lebanon.

The €3.5 million measure, adopted under the Instrument contributing to Stability and Peace (IcSP),
specifically aims at securing Beirut-Rafic Hariri International Airport against illicit trafficking and the
threat of terrorism. It will provide training for relevant agencies working at the airport under civilian
authority, and allow for the improvements of existing security infrastructures.

In November 2016, the European Union and Lebanon adopted Partnership Priorities for the period
2016-2020, which set up a renewed framework for political engagement and enhanced cooperation.
The Partnership Priorities include security and countering terrorism, governance and the rule of law,
fostering growth and job opportunities, and migration and mobility. They were agreed in the context of
the revised European Neighbourhood Policy and the EU's Global Strategy for Foreign and Security
Policy.
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